Factors affecting the binding of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons to human embryo cells, and transformable and non-transformable hamster embryo cells.
The effects of various factors, including population doubling number, percent of confluence, serum concentration and storage in liquid nitrogen on the binding of several polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons to human and hamster embryo cells were studied. The binding of 7,12-dimethylbenz[a]-anthracene (DMBA) to hamster embryo cells DNA, RNA and protein was maximal after 22 h of treatment. In contrast, binding to human embryo cell macromolecules increased for at least 55 h. Treatment of hamster embryo cells at 100% confluence resulted in much less binding than treatment at 70% confluence, whereas with human embryo cells the binding increased, or remained constant, following treatment at the greater confluence. The transforming frequency of hamster embryo cells decreases with increasing population doubling number. Accordingly, we found that the binding of DMBA to hamster embryo DNA, RNA and protein decreased approximately 100-fold between population doubling numbers 8 and 20. In transformable cell cultures, DMBA was bound to hamster embryo cell DNA to a greater extent than to RNA or protein. The binding of DMBA to nucleic acids was much greater than binding by either dibenz[a,h]anthracene (DB[a,h]A) or dibenz-[a,c]anthracene (DB[a,c]A), both of which had low binding values at all population doubling numbers tested. Therefore, the best correlation of binding with carcinogenicity and transforming activity was observed with DMBA. Storage of hamster embryo cells in liquid nitrogen did not alter their binding characteristics. Binding of all three hydrocarbons to human embryo cell nucleic acids was low during all population doubling numbers studied, while binding to cellular protein increased until population doubling number 70 and then decreased sharply.